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Rimfire Steel Challenge 
 

Course of fire 
 (5) stages of (5) plates, varying sizes, heights, and distances 
 Each stage consists of five targets (plates). Four are standard plates, and the fifth is 

designated as the stop plate. Each of the standard targets must be hit at least once 
before hitting the stop plate, to avoid incurring penalties. Competitors may fire up 
to (10) rounds total 

 Low elapsed time for the combined (5) stages wins the category 
 30 seconds max for all shots.  Timing/shooting stops at 30 seconds 
 All targets are to be painted white and will be re- 
 painted prior to each contestant’s stage 
 
Classes: 
 Rimfire Open (optics/red dot) 

 Men, Women, Youth (under 18 on day of match) 
 Rimfire Iron Sights 

 Men, Women, Youth (under 18 on day of match) 
 
Firearm 
 .22 rimfire pistol only 
 Red Dot sights ok 
 Iron sights ok 
 Max 10 rounds in magazine 
 
Safety 
 Releases must be signed prior to shooting 
 Eye and ear protection is required for all shooters and spectators 
 Dedicated RSO per shooter 
 RSO to watch everyone else 
 Only one shooter at a time 
 Everyone else behind the line 
 There will be an aiming point (flag or sign) centered downrange directly in front of 
each shooters box approximately 10’ away and 2’ high. The competitor while waiting for 
the start signal, must be pointing/aiming their gun at the flag/sign with the finger off the 
trigger. 



 Contestant may NOT leave the firing line position until the firearm has been unloaded, 
inspected and cleared by the RSO. The firearm will then be placed in a protective sheath 
or case 
 DQ – A competitor who commits a safety infraction or any prohibited activity during 
the event will be disqualified, and will be prohibited from attempting any remaining 
courses of fire in that match 
 
Range Commands 
 RSO:  Range is Hot (contestant approaches start position with cased firearm) 
 RSO:  Make ready (competitor assumes start position with firearm on flag, finger off 
trigger) 
 RSO:  Are you ready? 
 Shooter:  Ready or Not Ready 
 RSO:  Stand by (start signal follows) 
 RSO:  Stop (competitor must cease fire and stop moving.  wait for instructions from 
RSO) 
 RSO:  If you are finished, unload and show clear 
 RSO:  If clear, case firearm 
 RSO:  Range is clear (officials and competitors may move to score/paint targets 
 
Timing 
 (1) Dedicated person timing 
 Electronic handheld timing 
 Timing starts on first shot 
 The competitor’s elapsed time stops with the last shot fired 
 competitor stops when "stop plate" is hit 
 -or- out of ammo 
 -or- at 30 seconds (the max) 
 Any standard plate which has not been hit before the last plate will count as a Miss. 
Each miss on a standard plate will result in a 3 (three) second penalty, added to the 
shooter’s time for that string 
 
Results 
 Posted on website and facebook page 
 [Question] Do we offer a prize? 
 
Cost 
 $15 per round of (5) stages 
 You can shoot more than once in same category 
 Low time is counted 
 You can shoot multiple categories 
 i.e. open and rimfire 


